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Summary

During the period of the present research contract (DAAG-29-C-0057) we
have accomplished the following task stipulated in the contract.

(1) We have completed the design and construction of a prototype

sweep-frequency electromagnetic exploration system.

(2) We have tested extensively a prototype swept-frequency electromagnetic
system on various geological environments and demonstrated the system
capability to delineate subsurface geological structures of the earth.

(3) We have initiated several theoretical approaches suitable for the
interpretation of the spectral profiles generated by the swept-frequency
system which are to be correlated with geological structures.

Introduction

The electromagnetic (EN) systems employing frequencies up to the RF band
have long been in use in the mining industry for detecting mineral deposits.

The method often referred to as the induction EN method in mining geophysics,
involves the propagation of a time-varying low frequency EM field in and over
the earth. The available commercial systems are usually designed for a single
frequency or a few discrete frequencies, thereby ignoring perhaps the most
important aspect of the wave property, namely, the spectral behavior.

Ideally, a geophysical exploration survey not only locates a sought
object but also delineates the three-dimensional geologic structure which

surrounds the object. The EM method offers a theoretical possibility of
rapidly and economically mapping the 3-D subsurface variations. These

variations may be due to mineral deposits, groundwater, stratigraphic
structures, or any other associated geological conditions having some contrast
in electrical properties.

With the advent of several multi-frequency systems during the past

decade, the EN frequency-sounding methods have become an important means of
investigating the layered geological structure. Their applications have
gradually extended to exploration of petroleum, ground water, and geothermal

resources as well as determination of permafrost thickness and foundation
engineering.

The present research pertains to developing a method of interpreting a

continuous spectral profile in order to delineate the underlying geological
structure. A spectral profile is a composite of ideband EM response spectra
displayed in a frequency-distance space. We assume that the field data are

obtained by a loop-loop configuration with a fixed transmitter-receiver
separation, a typical frequency sounding setup. This configuration deserves
particular attention because it can be housed as a unit on a moving vehicle
for continuous operation, a feature essential for speed and economy to cover a
large area. Therefore, we shall restrict the subsequent discussion only to the
frequency sounding method.



The groundwork for the EM method as an exploration tool for conductive
mineral deposits has been well established as documented by Wait (1962), Grant
and West (1965), Keller and Frischknect (1966), Ward (1967), Patra and Mallick
(1980), and others. Although the method is based on the well-founded
classical EM theory, the applications of the theory to realistic geological
conditions have been limited to only simple cases.

The layered earth model has been studied theoretically by many authors.
Wait (1955, 1958) developed expressions for the mutual coupling ratios of
loops over a homogeneous and a two-layered earth. Frischknecht (1967)
tabulated the mutual coupling ratios for various loop-loop configurations over
a two-layered earth by numerical integration through the Gaussian quadrature
method, disregarding the presence of displacement currents. Dey and Ward
(1970) and Ryu et al. (1970) gave formal solutions for loops placed on a
multi-layered earth with displacement currents having been taken into account.
Glenn et al. (1973) applied the generalized linear inversion theory for
vertical magnetic dipole sounding data. Anderson (1974) extended the
formulation of Wait (1958) and Frischknecht (1967) to a multi-layered earth
model and developed a computer program for both the forward calculation of
frequency response and the inversion process using the Marquardt non-linear
least-squares technique. Lajoie et al. (1975) presented a new method of
computing the EM response of a layered earth using the fast Fourier transform.
Verma (1980), using a similar formulation of Wait (1958) and Frischknecht
(1967), published master tables of the mutual coupling ratios where integrals
were computed by the digital linear filter method.

The frequency sounding method is based on the fact that the depth of
exploration is governed by the source frequency. The method is particularly
suitable, at least in theory, for continuous geological and stratigraphic
mapping, since there exist analytic solutions for both forward and inverse
problems for horizontally layered earth models. Several field tests of an
experimental wideband system have been performed by Ryu et al. (1972), Ward et
al. (1974) and Pridmore et al. (1979). Their system had a frequency range on
the order of 10 Hz to 100 kHz at 14 manually switchable discrete frequencies
to measure tilt-angle and ellipticity of the polarization ellipse. Several
other multifrequency systems have been developed: Bliewinga (1977) tested a
ground vehicle-mounted system with a switch-selectable frequency range between
100 Hz -100 kHz to measure the mutual impedance ratios from a pair of loop
receivers; Hohmann et al. (1978) tested a vector EH system which measures
magnetic field amplitude and phase at four frequencies, 26 Hz, 77 Hz, 232 lz,
and 695 Hz and presented the data in a frequency-distance space; Siegel and
Pitcher (1978) developed their Scintrex Tridem vertical coplanar airborne EM
system which measures in-phase and quadrature components at three frequencies,
500 Hz, 2,000 Hz, and 8,000 Hz to map the conductivity of shallow earth. In a
different approach Duncan et al. (1980) used a pseudo-random binary sequence
noise as a source signal fed into a long-wire bipole transmitter. The
received signals, after processing, contain the spectral response of 0.03 lz
to 15 kHz.

The first laboratory sweep-frequency model study ws performed by Won
(1980). The study employed a logarithmically-sweeping harmonic wave starting
at 4 kHz and ending at 4 mis using a target made of a graphite slab submerged
in a conductive solution. The results suggested that certain spectral
profiles have visual correlation with the target geometry. Subsequently, a
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vehicle-mounted sweep-frequency field system was developed and tested (Won and
Clough, 1981; Won, 1982; Won, 1983).

Theoretically, the time-domain EM method can also be used for the
depth-sounding by measuring the complete decay curve of a transient field and
transforming it into a Fourier spectrum. Practically, since the transient
signal decays extremely fast, it would require a receiver having a huge
dynamic range, a large number of digitized samples in a fraction of a second
and, subsequently, an extensive operation to transform the time-series into
the Fourier spectra. Some of these requirements are still technically
impractical. For this reason, such a system has never been realized. Although
the frequency-domain and the time-domain are theoretically equivalent, the
former has many technical and operational advantages. We believe that the
frequency-domain EM method can be developed into an efficent and economical
spectral profiler, ultimately on a moving vehicle, to be used for a wide
variety of geological investigation.

Description of the Prototype Swept-frequency DI System

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the system. A sweep-signal generator
built into a spectrum analyzer produces a sinusoidal sweep whose frequency is
logarithmically swept within a predetermined frequency range. The sweep
output of the spectrum analyzer is fed into a power amplifier whose output is
connected to a transmitter loop. The transmitter loop is mounted on a 1.8 m
by 3.0 m wooden frame. The loop is mounted either horizontally or vertically
on a small trailer which houses the two power amplifiers and a power
generator. The system can be operated from 500 Hz to 100 kHz with a maximum
output of 1.2 kW at 500 Hz.

The magnetic field is measured by a small loop of about 30 cm in
diameter, mounted on a beam attached to the hood of the truck. The received
signal is fed a into a spectrum analyzer for measuring the amplitude spectrum
and into a phasemeter for measuring the phase spectrum. The entire
measurement cycle, from the activation of the sweep generator to the data
recording, is automated by a microcomputer. The measurements can be made
either manually at each site or automatically at a preset time-interval for
a moving vehicle operation.

At each site, a prescribed number of sweeps is generated. Each sweep
consists of a number of stepwrise changes in frequency, typically between 50 to
250 steps. The microcomputer generates a linear algebraic series and, through

a D/A converter, feeds the stepping voltage into the spectrum analyzer which
in turn converts it through a voltage-to-frequency converter into a
logarithmically sweeping sinusoidal waveform.

At the end of each step, the received amplitude and phase spectra are
digitized and recorded on a temporary storage memory. By waiting until the
end of a step, we allow the system to stabilize sufficiently at the new output
frequency. As an example, for a sweep duration of two seconds employing 100
steps, each step lasts 20 milliseconds. The signals are sampled and recorded
during the last 0.07 milliseconds.

3
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Each digitized spectrum is arithmetically added to the previous spectrum

to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The final stacked spectrum is then
stored on a disk. Since the resolution of the A/D converter is 12 bits, a
stack of, say, ten gives a maximum resolution of 0.0024Z. In reality,
however, the natural and cultural noise, as well as the relative change in the
transmitter and receiver loop configuration, may considerably degrade the
signal quality.

With the present set-up, we can achieve a minimum sweep duration of about
1.5 seconds. This limit Is imposed by the time-constant of the spectrum
analyzer. With improved instrumentation, it is believed that the sweep speed
can be reduced to one second or less for a possible airborne operation. On
the other hand, the lower limit of frequency also dictates the sweep speed:
the lower the frequency, the longer the sweep-time required.

The field data can be played back immediately after a profile is
completed. First, an average spectrum is computed from the entire profile.
The average spectrum thus obtained contains both the overall system response
and the mean geological response of the surveyed area. This average spectrum
is then subtracted from each original spectrum resulting in an 'anomalous'
spectrum. While the removal of the average spectrum does bring out the
effects of lateral variation, It has a disadvantage of removing the average
properties of the electrical section along the profile.

Figure 2 shows an example of the spectral profile obtained along an
existing six-lane highway about 7 miles south of Raleigh, N.C. The section
also shows the available surface geological data as well as identifiable
cultural features. The profile, about 3,500 feet long, was recorded while the
vehicle was moving at about 5 miles per hour employing a horizontal co-planar
coils configuration. We stacked a total of five sweeps, each sweep lasting
two seconds and having 70 discrete frequency steps. Each gray scale
represents a 0.1 db contour interval. The amplitude increases as the shade
darkens.

The prominent anomalies at stations 13-18 and 24-27 are well correlated
with the outcropping graphite veins as shown on the accompanying section. The
anomalies due to man-made objects, such as bridges and culverts, are easily

f recognizable because their anomalies are narrow and of amplitude high enough
to wipe out the entire section. In contrast, the geological objects show
spatially distributed anomaly patterns.

Interpretation of Spectral EM Data

In order to interpret a spectral profile displayed in the
frequency-distance space, we now turn to the theoretical aspect of a layered
earth model. Figure 3 shows theoretical profiles of amplitude and phase for
the accompanying geological model, computed from Anderson's program (Anderson,
1974). The computed spectra are approximate in the sense that the layers were
assumed to be horizontal below each calculation point. The conductive second
layer has a constant thickness of 10 m. At each point the amplitude and phase
spectra are computed for 12 frequencies per decade between 100 Hz and 100 klz.
The transmitter and receiver are assumed to be 10 m apart and of a horizontal-

4
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coplaner configuration at an elevation of 2 a above ground.

The amplitude spectrum plotted here is derived as follows: after
computing the entire spectra for all stations, we first determined
algebraically an average spectrum. This average spectrum was then subtracted
from each original spectrum to produce the residual spectral profiles shown in
Figure 3. The contour interval is 0.2 db for amplitude and 10 degree for
phase. This process removes most of the half space response leaving only
relatively anomalous spectral features. The process is identical to one
applied to the field data. The theoretical spectral profile suggests that

there exist certain visual relationships between the geological model and the
resultant spectral profiles. Obviously, the nature of the correlation is

complicated and needs further study.

While the above discussion pertains only to the spectral profiles of the
magnetic field, further improvements, in terms of the correlation between the

subsurface geometry and the spectral profile, may be achieved from the
impedance spectra, a ratio of orthogonal magnetic and electric fields. We have
not yet tested this possibility theoretically for a loop-loop configuration.
However, we present a much simpler case of a plane-wave source over a
horizontally layered earth, and show the correlation between the subsurface
geometry and the impedance spectral section.

Over a layered earth, the apparent surface impedance is related to the
resistivity of each layer through the ratio of the horizontal electric field
and the vertical magnetic field (e.g., Jackson et. al., 1962; Kraichmann,
1970). Figure 4 shows the theoretical impedance spectra in the frequency range
of 100 Hz - 100 kHz for a three-layered earth. The computation is based on the
formula given by Kraichmann (1970). The geometry is intended specifically to
model typical ground water environments. At each point on the surface, the
layering is assumed to be horizontal for the computation. Dark shades
represent high apparent resistivity regions.

The heavy line in the profile is added to denote the frequency at which
the amplitude of the incident wave decreases to 1/e (-37%) through the first

layer. For a given first layer thickness, this frequency corresponds to that
of skin-depth. Figure 4 demonstrates that an impedance spectral profile is,
for this case, a considerable improvement over the magnetic spectral profile
in terms of the visual correlation with the subsurface resistivity structure.V

The section is somewhat similar to the reflection seismic section where

the reflected events in a time-distance section have a visual correlation with
the reflector geometry. The time-section can be converted Into a

depth-section if the average velocity up to the horizon is known. In contrast,
the impedance section is a function of frequency, which may be converted into
depth If the vertical resistivity structure is known. As in the case of the
reflection seismic section, the impedance section by itself reveals the
relative structure without converting it to a depth section.

mo Practcally, a measured impedance profile may be used to connect one or
more sets of drill hole data without laborious interpretation or inversion of
the spectra into a depth section. Figure 4 clearly shows this possibility for
the case of the plane wave source. To find whether such an prim-facie
relation exists under a near-field loop-loop configuration requires further



study. However, laboratory model experiments and limited theoretical analysis
by Won (1980) using a sweep-frequency source employing a loop-loop
configuration demonstrated that such a relationship may be indeed possible.

Theoretical Considerations

During the past several years we have gained experience in the
theoretical study of wideband EM diffraction and in developing the first sweep
frequency field system. In this section, we shall discuss some preliminary and
fundamental approaches for deriving theoretical wideband spectral responses
for several elementary geometries under realistic field conditions. The
theoretical results thus obtained will facilitate the understanding and
interpretation of wideband data.

As discussed in the previous section, there have been numerous similar
studies on various geometries including the layered earth, cylinders,
semi-infinite slabs, and spheres. However, most of these solutions are not
intended to be used for computing wideband spectral profiles either because of
limited bandwidth due to neglecting the displacement current (which may become
significant at the high frequency range), or because of numerical

impracticality of repetitively computing complex mathematical expressions for
several decades of frequencies. The integral representation of EM diffraction
problems developed by Won and Kuo (1975a and 1975b) has several advantages for
the spectral study: the representation is equally applicable to a wide
variety of realistic multi-regional geometries, can accept any variations of
electrical conductivity, permittivity, and magnetic permeability, and is not
limited in bandwidth since it does not neglect the displacement current. We
shall briefly discuss the essential aspect of the method in the following.

Any arbitrary three-dimensional EM diffraction involving two or more
different regions (e.g., air, host rock, and a target body) in the presence of
an arbitrarily distributed harmonic EM source can be described by a set of six
coupled integral equations. These equations can be derived directly from
Maxwell's equations without imposing any approximation. Each region is
assumed to have different parameters: electric conductivity, permittivity,
and magnetic permeability.

The unknowns in these integral equations are the equivalent electric and
magnetic surface current densities R and I*, and the equivalent electric and
magnetic surface charge densities n and vI*, induced on each scattering
surface. Once these unknowns are determined, the field is described
completely everywhere. Since both Z and *, being vectors tangential to a

Iscattering surface, have two scalar components each, the total unknowns are,
thus, six scalars. For a three-region problem having two boundary surfaces,
S. and So, we denote the equivalent surface current and charge densities
induced on the surfaces S. and So by, respectively,Xa and*;. By enforcing all
six possible boundary conditions on S. and SB, we obtain
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[Ca ,41mu + f 181 [J t dSo - [Q](2)
so so

-/ [Cu] +I r t' rk S - (

I I
Here, [Qa] and [Qo) are six component incident primary electric and magnetic
fields on Sa and 0, respectively; the matrices [4], [B], and [C]'s are of the
order of six; [A] and 0] are called the geometrical factor matrices of Sa,
and So. respectively; [4.] and [eo] represent the coupling effect between
the two adjacent surfaces S. and So, and are referred to as forward and
backward interaction matrices. While (11 and 181 are mutually independent and
solely determined by the shape of their boundary and the electromagnetic
property of either side of the boundary, [4&0 and [e 5 j are dependent to the -'

mutual geometry of both S. and So, and the property of the medium in between.
All matrices are dependent on the frequency of the source, but not on the
source location. This fact renders the formulation ideal for repetitively
computing a complete profile. It is also obvious that the representations (I)
and (2) apply equally well to a borehole survey, as long as one can evaluate
the incident field on the boundary surfaces which enclose the source region.

The equivalent surface current and charge densities are not independent,
but related to each other through relationships which may be called the
conservation of equivalent surface current and charge (Won and Kuo, 1975a):

V5  i+ -. -:H V. xn, and (3a)

at

Vs•. +-- -E Va x n . (3b)

at

where T and F are the electric and magnetic fields evaluated on S; n is a
unit normal vector on S; V. denotes a two-dimensional gradient operator on S.
If a scattering surface is smooth in the sense that the radii of surface
curvature are much larger than the source wavelength, then Vex n M 0 and
equations (3a) and (3b) reduce to the familiar continuity equations. In this
case, wm can eliminate n and 0 in terms of K and I*, reducing (1) and
(2) to two sets of four coupled integral equations. For a two-dimensional
diffraction problem, both (1) and (2) decouple, respectively, into two sets of
three coupled integral equations: physically, one corresponds to an electric
line source problem, and the other to a magnetic line source problem. If the
two-dimensional diffraction involves only smooth surfaces, the formulation Is
reduced again to only two coupled integral equations.

Analytic solutions of equations (1) and (2) may be possible if both S
and S can be traced by separable coordinate surfaces. The analytic approa'h
asiag the present represetatIon is described by Won and Kuo (1975b) in
treating a flu "sly ond,- tive circular cylinder embedded in a conductive
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whole space in the presence of a line or a dipole source. It has been proved
analytically that, for the simplest case of a homogeneous half-space with an
electric line source, equations (1) and (2) degenerate to only one integral
expression identical to the one derived by Wait (1962, p. 25). For more
general problems, we may be forced to solve equations (1) and (2) numerically.

A popular technique for numerically solving integral equations is
the method of moment as described by Harrington (1968). The method, in
essence, is an approximate linearization process which assumes a certain
functional form of the unknown in a whole range or in each subsectional range.
Suppose we have N subsections in which the boundary conditions are applied.
Then, each integral equation (1) and (2) expands into N simultaneous linear
equations. Adopting this procedure, we may rewrite (1) and (2) in pure matrix
equation forms:

AK0 + Coe KO - Qa, (4)

-CaO K0 + BKO - Q0, (5)

where now A, B, and C's denote the matrices expanded in the manner described
above. Once (4) and (5) are formulated, the subsequent steps are very
straightforward. For most cases, the source is above or on the half space Se,
in which case QB - 0. Solving (4) and (5) for K0 , we obtain

Ka . [A + Coe 3-'cl0 ] - 'Q aM (6)

In case the source is located between Sa and So, such as in borehole
measurements, the Qa in (6) should be replaced with [Q. - CeBl ]

8 j, which may
be interpreted as the effective incident field on Sa due to the presence of

so . The size of matrices A, B, and C's is, for a three-dimensional problem,

of an order of 6N and, for a two-dimensional problem, of an order of 3N.
Specific expressions for the geometrical matrices and the interaction matrices
are given by Won and Kuo (1975a). Also, they discuss extension of the theory
to problems having more than three regions.

Equations (1) and (2) degenerate considerably for a layered earth because

of the vanishing curvature, thereby eliminating the unknown surface charge
density functions. The entire representation can be reduced to an analytic
expression which may have to be evaluated numerically. We shall be able to
obtain the spectral profiles in the range of 10 Hz to 100 kHz for an
undulating layered earth similar to the geometry shown in Figures 3 and 4,
assuming that at each data point the earth is horizontally layered (a common
assumption in the reflection seismic method). The effects of loop spacing and
height should be investigated for various models.

Despite the fact that the layered earth model has been studied by many
authors, the model has not been used comprehensively in terms of its spectral
responses. Other than for a low frequency range mostly using natural sources
such as those in Mr survey, the EM method measuring continuous spectral

| 8
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response rarely has been considered as a stratigraphic mapping tool. While
the EM method is used mainly for locating isolated conductive orebodies, there
is a strong theoretical possibility that the method can be expanded for wide
,use utilizing the spectral profiles displayed in a frequency-distance space.
We expect that these and other spectral solutions will be obtained based on
the foregoing theory through our continuing research efforts on the wideband
EM method.

Conclusions

A spectral profile in a frequency-distance domain is somewhat analogous
to a reflection seismic profile displayed in a time-distance domain. Although
the 3-D seismic diffraction theory is far from complete and somewhat more
complicated than the EM diffraction theory, the seismic reflection data are
often self-evident in terms of the relative geometry of reflecting horizons.

It is premature to say that the conversion of frequency-distance EN data
into a conductivity-depth section would be as definite as the conversion of a
seismic time section into a seismic depth section; the spectral EM theory mast
be developed much further to reach that stage. However, the theoretical and
experimental data suggest that such a self-evident interpretation does exist
in the spectral EM profiles.

It should be noted, however, that the state of the art is far from
complete. Needless to say, we need further theoretical development in
wide-band frequency resaponse of realistic earth models as well as advances in
experimental schemes. With further progress in these aspects we may be able
to develop the present method into an effective efficient tool for exploring
geological structures and resources.
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Chapter 2

A SWEEP-FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC
EXPLORATION METHOD

I. J. wo-4

North Carolina State L'nit-ersitY, Raleigh, North Carolina. U'SA

SUM.%MARY

A prototype sweep-frequenc) electromagnetic sYstein has been dereloped
and field-tested. The s ystem. housed in a noring grouind rehicle. operates in
transit with a loop-loop transmitter and receirer configutration. The trusts-
initter prodaces logarithmically sweeping harmnonic w~ares between 500 H:

and 100 kHz lasting a fi'w- secontds at a DmJUxJPPIim ouitput ofaubot 2kHW
Secondary field amiplitude and phase spectra are mieasuored. digitised and
stacked sereral times to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio before being
transcribed on a disk storage. The entire operational c ide is autonated
amndi controlled by an out-board onicrocomputer. The resultant dati (ire
displa red ats contimeouis spectral profiles its a. function ol glistamice which
ma ' Iny be interpreted as (a cross-sectional cnhtitYsitture at the earth
in the suirrey area. Theoretical studies inrolring sereral simple models.
including a conduct ire circular c i-uinder ins a congluctire hall-space. anud
at horikontalliy lay-ered earth. sitggest that there exist muan)- intiftire
correlatimis betwueen a gire, geological mmmoel anmd its spectral profile.
Laboratory-scale miodel experiments using at swreep~ftequiencY siorce also
support theoretical predictions at the spectral behariours.
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I Iic ectioiiagiietic ILM: Ni ploration systemn employ inj a single fre- 0!
quenes or a fev discrete frequencies up to the; RI- band his long been in id
us~e Ani the mining industry for detecting mineral deposits which are
iisuall% anohmalou~s in electrical conductivity. The metltod. often referred a
to as the induction EM method in mining geophysics. involves tlit*
propagation of, a tinlc-%arying low-freqluency EM field in and over the
earth. h

Ideally. a geophysical exploration survey not only locates a souight
Object but also delineates the three-dimensional 13-D) geological siruc-
lure which -surrounds the object. Thus. it is desirable to develop an EM
method whlich can rapidly and economically map the entire 3-D subsur- -f

face %ariionN. These: variations may be due to mineral deposits, ground
ssater. stratigraphic or tectonic structures, and any other associated . a.-of
geological conditions havingz some contrast in electrical properties.

One obvious approach which can provide both deep penetration and
high vertical resolution is an EM methodl employing a wide-band swee~p- I
frequency source. The depth of penetration is mainly determined by the r
.source frequency and ground conductivity. The relationship is shown by ~ ~
the nomogram in Fig. 1. Therefore, applying a sweep-freqfuency EM field
is cqtiixilcnt it) a depth sounding. 10

The idea of uising a %ide-hand multi-frequency source in the EM It
mnethod is not new% either theoretically or experimentally. -To mention a 4
few recently reportedl field experiments. Ryu et do). 119721 used 14 discrete1 I I
frequencies between 24)(MH, and 101L,/ and measured tilt angle. ellip- a0 1
licity and thle modulus of w-use tilt liti eplore for ground water in the eIL
Santa Clara Nilles. California. Similarly. Ward iida. 41974. 19771 used

14 dscrte fequncis bewee 115 ll an ?t~~lto xploe asulhidelii.1, Relationship hotee source Irc-quetw . lrund ..onwictit And dcpota
14 ieral deost in" Ca vdih .3 t/adXki eprearit supfd tctraitin. Magnetic pernmatit. Ac is assume to he- that of1 th- tree space

minraldep~itin avedis. Otaro.For example, ilk- sourfce firequemesuweps. from tt)Ho to 100Mk~, in a typical
One oif the drawbacks, of these systems is that each frequency requires ignetym rick area, the: depth of expkoratoin 4skm depthi ranfoLs fronm about 401 to

it separate operation. Thus, without introducing fast frequency- liutm. t-rom Won. 1stiM. Courtesy: Soviety of Exploration (ieoltymists.)
multiplexing and power-switching schemes,% such a system cannot be used
oin a mosing vehicle. This eliminates its use as a fast lpossibly airborne) applied to EM exploration. although steadily improving. is still primitive
reconnisance tool. except for a few sampic geometries. The amailable theories often become

There are two main obstacles which have impeded the development of intractable, particularly when all media involsed must be considered
a continuous-frequency EM system: Ill poor theoretical understanding finitey conductive. On the other hand, the instrumenrtation difficulties
of ideti-band induction phenomena. and 121 lack of instrumentation fo now appear to be quite surmountable with present electronic technology.
high-powered idle-band system with associated field data processn. The large amount of data to be collected in a sweep-frequency EM
The theoretical understanding of the wide-band diffraction problem as system is no Watger a concern with current high-volume data-loning

a1
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techniques, and is rather desirable since a maximum amount of infor-
mation is gained without appreciable increase in field efforts.

The wide-band diffraction problem essential for developing any",
continuous-frequency EM system can be attacked by two approaches. m o -

UM
namel). solution of Maxwell*- equation and model study. Although the " iiAlj

method is hased on the well-founded classical EM theory (Wait. 1962; -',,. ,
Grant and West. 1965: Keller and Frischknecht, 1966: Ward, 1967: and ,d a
others). the application of the theory to a realistic earth with a finite
conductivity contrast between the target and the host medium is ex- _ .
ircmely diflicult, and availahle solutions arc usually hand-limited.

A rigorous theoretical spectral study suitable to a sweep-frequency , w,.. --- 
-  -

EM system require% a solution to he valid for any frequency with no
constraints on the EM parameters, so) that the solution can be re- 8* & :"or',

petitively evaluated to obtain tle entire spectrum. The numerical tech- r L - _ .I* .
niques developed most recently by several authors (Hohmann. 1971, - "" :i
1975: Parry and Ward. 1971: Won and Kuo. 1975; Lajoic ef l.. 1975 are .

powerful in the study of the spe-ctral response. although computationally . 4

expensive. While the finite-element method for EM diffraction appears to
be promising (Coggon. 1971: Rijo el- at.. 19771 at present the method
does not seem appealing for a fully 3-D problem because o the large "

computer storage. time and resolution required. I

2. THEORETICAL EXAMPLES

Won and Kuo 119751 formulated a generalised EM diffraction theory s" D ut " , ooo
involving more than two media (e.g. air, host rock, target bodyl. each ooo '0 0 " so 0 20
having an arbitrary electrical conductivity, a dielectric permittivity and a
magnetic susceptibility. Won (l9(01 discussed the case of a circular
cylinder of an infinite length in a conductive half-space, as reproduced in Fi(i 2. Peak amplitude respons as a function of reqtny r a cicular c)linder
Fig. 2. The geometry shown in the inet depicts a circular cylinder having in a hal-spacc at three different depths. 2. 6) and 100m. Skin depth or the hal-
a radius of 50m and a conductivity of 100mho/m buried in a half-space spae. is shown along the frequency asis. (Soure: as Fig. 1.1
of a conductivity of 0.01 mho m. The source is an insulated wire carrying
I A placed on the ground directly above the cylinder while the scattered dently depends on the depth of the cylinder. Since the magnetic field is
fields arc measured at an ahitude of 50m. The figure shows the peak measured using a loop antenna, the induced EMF which is proportional
spectral re pn.e olf various secondary fields computed at seven different to frequency will also possess similar peaks. The peaks occur at the
frequencies between IOH, and 10kH /for three different depths 0. 60 frequency at which the corresponding skin depth of the half-space is
and 100m of the cylinder slightly greater than the actual depth of the target. This can he theoreti-
While the residual magtnetic field rapidly decreass as frequency cally explained by considering a constructive interference of a dissipative

increases., the electric field peaks at a particular frequency which evi- EM plane wave, as discussed in detail by Won (l190.

-.. ,,, '. - _ _ _ _1

---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---
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As a method of presenting the secondary field data, Won (1980)

.K P01IL04 psriISTANC compiled the profiles for many different frequencies and reduced them to
0m 0 a a single spectral cross-section. Figures 3 and 4 show such spectral cross-

sections of the vertical and horizontal umageic fids due to a cylinder at
three different depths. X0.60 and l00m. Such spectral maps. which are
somewhat similar to (he geooical cross-section derived from the re-
flection seismic exploration method. may be a very useful means of

r- displaying and investigating a large amount of data at a glance.

3. RESUJLTS FROM SCAL.ED MODEL EXPERIMENTS

0-20 1) tiIn order to test the theoretical results. Won (191401 experimented with a

Fic. . Theoretically cnmputed amplitude spec-tral profiles of vertical magnetic scaled laboratory sweep-frequency, EM system which is shown schemiati-
field for the situation shown in the inset for various depths. X20 Wand l00m. The cally in Fig. S. The conductive earth was simulated with saline water.
horiyotitat axis denotes the profiling distance of the receiver extending Wtlm on while the target was simulated with a 1.5cm thick graphite slab
,ither side 4111 the IA ur:ulir ider tIsated at the oentre o4 the profile. Any single., 2m
frequecy Profile may he obtained by selecting a spiecific; frequency on the vertical 10x3im

axis. The contour interval is 5 dB %%uth an arbitrary rekwice. (Sourc. as Fig. 1.) A carriage on which a transmitter and a receiver were mounted was
electrically driven along a fibreglass I-beam. Measurements were made at
2cm intervals across the target. The transmitter signal consisted of a

- continuous logarithmic sweep from 4kHz to 4MHz for a duration of
30s. The final amplitude and phase spectra were recorded on an X-Y

,L~ plotter in real time (and digitised for later machine contouring). The
~ an frequency axis of the plot was provided by a triangular ramp vcsltage

11111. I which was used to generate the sweep source through .a vohlage-to-

W A

Via. 4. Theoretiwalls computed amplitude spectral profiles or horizontal mag- WYIA

netic field ror the situation shown in the inset for various depths. 20. 60 and A M$1EPAN
1t5)m. The hori/ontal axis denovtes the profiling distance of the receiver extending 6TEIr
3Com on other side of the circular cylinder locatcd at the Centre oif the profle FiuS. lovckdiapamoftheEMmdesyenseplysawde-badsaeep al.
Any single-frequenc) profile may he Obtained by 490len a specific frequency On The field amlitude may he mneasured in either absolhute valuse or in percniage
the vertical axis. The contour interval is 5 dSl with an arhitrary referenice. sanmaly cisinpared with the primary field. I~ounxv: a% 1-iof. 1.1

ISoure as Fig. 1.)

iT6
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frequency converter. The effect of the tank edge was found to be
negligible with the profile distance.

Figures 6 and 7 show the expe imentally obtained spectral responses
for a vertical graphite slab. The haff-space response along with other
ambient responses was determined by placing the Sensor assembly r i... -

from the graphite slab along the profile path. The amplitude and phase S * -

spectra at this position were subtracted afterwards, Therefore these
Spectra represent only those of residual signals due to the presenice of the 3

graphite slab.-

~ .1 -~ '-~'~ ~Fia 7. Experimentally obtainedl amplitude npectra of masnetic fieM of a buried
. {dike in a conductive l-space emeploying a horizontal coib sysess in a sled

.~ mdelset-up. Source: as Fg 1. 1

I I / \ ~The spectral characteristics as described above have been qualitatively
known and are physically understandablie. Rather, the main advantage of
suck wide-band spectral data is the method of rams-sectomaly display-
ing the entire data in order to provide some intuitive intarpretations,

Wiji EM techniques have beon in uon mostly for mninerals explo-
ration, the method in general has a potential application for structural

Fm. . Experimentally obtained amplitude spectra of magnetic fied of a bued and stratigraphbic mapping purposes as well. The latter appilieation, i
dike in a conductive haff-space employing a vertical coils systemn in a scaled poioafl. would have wide uaes in -ay geological problem parti-
model. Although the set-up is not the Some aein Fig. 3. general agreements inthe cuamly i the reslI show cress-sectional eart structures in a visual
spectral behaviour are evident. Peak frequencies and haff-anomaly contours we formatsimiato thosefrom the relsetie smisicomethodl.

shown in henvy lines a interpretational aids. (Soure as Fig. 1.) T'he theretical EM respn me of a layered earth ha bee, studied by

Although the exper imen tal model is not identical to the one used fo se-'aa authors. Frisclaclot (1967) published a comprehensive artiel
the theoretical computti, qualitative agreements with the theoretical on the EM response of a two-layered earth in the pim. of an
remulte are evident in terms of spectral variation in space and its oneilothl;g magnetic dipole. The theory disarrds the presence of dis-
dependence as a function of target depth. Comparing Figs 3.4, 6 and 7. Placement currents. Aad1nea (1974) 1xtnde it to a muli-loyered earth
we noe the following: (1) the frequency at which the maximum response modbae upon the thory of Frinchknech. and developed "omputer

occuas decreases gradually as fth target depth increases; (2) the spatial polsm osfor both the Itnward callculation almoritlun for frousacy
width of the half-anomaly contour increases with the depth; ansd (3) the roa and the inver@in adgoritian based upon the Mattquardt non-
spectral sections of Figp 4 and 7 for the horitontal magnetic field linew laosqiiare techniRu
somewhat resemble the geometrical configuration of the target in the Fipmf I shows the theorI amplitude and pbas Irll h the
Subsurface. -ooo -elgia model - fromt Anderso ai forw-&

. ..... .....- --- ---. --
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i~jyc me ,ae "relatively' anomalous spectral features. (This process will be discussed
-"" " " ' -- again later when we encounter the field data.1 These theomical spectral

profiles suggest that there exist intuitive relationships between the
d ~ ****. -geological model and the resultant fmqtasncy-distance section. somewhat

... analogous to that of the reflection seismic method. Obviously, the
-- ,"~ $*:" , nature of the correlation is complicated and needs further development.

One of the obvious advantages of the spectral profiling technique is to
U """ '~~' ~be able to classify any significant anomalies in terms of their subsurface" ....... - distributions. Physically. an anomaly caused by a large and deep struc-

PmS menLI ture will be a broad feature in space and will appear towards the lower
end of the .pectrum. while an anomaly caused by a small and shallow

= 0 structure will he a narrow feature in space and will appear towards the
S ';: :.higher end f the spectrum. Transition of the spectral peaks as a function

.......... .... - .. of the profile distance can enhance the subsurface features discriminat-

Encouraged by the limited theoretical and laboratory experimental
reslts. we proceeded to buildsa prototype field system Figure 9 shows
the block diagram of the system. The system may be functionally divuded

FP. 8. Theoretical amplitude and phase spectra for the geological model show.
assuming that blow each station the earth is horizontty stratified,

sense that they are calculated based upon the€ assumption that the layers
were horizontally stratified below each calculation point. The conductive
second layer has a constant thickness of lome. At each point the
amplitude and phase spectra are computed for 12 frequencies for each
decade between I kllz and I00kHz. The transmitter an receiver are
assumed to be tOta apart and of" horizontal coplanar configuration at an
eleVation of 2 mn above ground.

The amplitude spectrum plotted here is derived as follows: after " ] il
computing the entire spectra for all stations, we first determined an
average spectrum by algzebraically averaging the entire spectra: this
average spectrum was then subtracted from each original spectrum to -. lproduce the residualr spectral profiles which are shown in this figure. "
This process removes most of the half-apae response leaving only Ft. 9. flock diagram of the zwc'requeray elctoageic sstm.
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into five subunits: (al transmitter. bI) receiver. el system control. (d) data or automatically at a preset time interval for a movin vehicle opera-
acquisition and (el playback. A brief description of each subunit follows. tio.

4.1. Trainminler 44 Duo Aeilils
A sweep-signal generator built into the spectrum anlyser produces a Figure 10 shows the timing sequence for the system operation. At each
constant-amplitude sweep whose frequency is logarithmically swept with- measurement point a prescribed number of sweeps are generated and the
in a predetermined frequency range. The unit is driven externally by a pound spectral responses in both amplitude and phase arc measured. The
microcomputer which generates a linear voltage ramp. This ramp is used resultant data are arithmeticall) stacked in order to enhance the signal-
by a voltage-to-frequency convener for generating the sweep and pro- to-noise ratio. Since the resolution of the A D converter is 12 bts. a
vides the frequency axis during measurements. The sweep output of the stack of, say, ten gives a resolution of 0.0024.. In realit). however, the
spectrum analyscr is fed into a power amplifier whose output is con- natural and cultural noise may degrade the signal quaht) considerably.
nected to a radiating transmitter loop. The loop consists of about _0
turns of seven-strand No. 14 copper wire with a thick (THDI insulation.
wound on a I.n x 3.0m aluminium frame. The loop is mounted on a ,t ,,,aw,0 •
small trailer which houses the two power amplifiers and an electrical _..
power generator, The loop can he positioned either horizontally or NT F L
vertically. Other than the poWer amplifiers and the generator, the entire
system is housed in a small truck. , , s 3 ,

The loop carric. a total resistance of about 1.1 Q and a total in-
ductance of about 5.5mH. Since the output impedance of the main V
poiwcr aimplifier is abouit 4(X thc ltmcst frequency the amplifier can 'S

accommodate is about 1XI)!, with the present lkp. This limit can he POW-
lowered if we increase the nuriher of turns. However. an increase in turns
will restilt in a ipvocr decrease towards the high-frequency end of the
spect irum. Preentl). the system can he operated from 500 Hz to I Wk Hz ,
with a maximum power of 2 kW at 50 H. - ',

4.2. Reetiver Fi .10. Timing and sweep ramp comhiriratmi
The secondary magnetic field is measured by a small loop of about 30cm
in diameter. The loop is mounted on a beam attached to the front hood Each sweep consists of a number of st, wis changes in frequenc).
of the truck. The received signal is fed through a modular wide-band pre- typically between 50 and 500 steps. The stepping is accomplished by the
amplifier into the spectrum analyser for measuring the amplitude microcomputer which generas a litear algebraic series and. through a
spectrum and into the phasemeter for measuring the phase spectrum. D/A converter, feeds a stepping ramp votage into the spectrum analyser.
The phase is referenced to the transmitter signal waveform. The spectrum analyser, in turn. converts the ramp voltage into a

logarithmically sweeping sinusoidal waveorm.
43.. SHas Central At the end of each step the received amplitude and phase spectra are
The entire measurement cycle, from the activation of the sweep generator digitised and recorded on a temporary storage memory. By waiting until
to the data transcription, is controlled by the microprocessor unit. The the end of a step, we allow the system to stabilize suIcietly at the new
measurements can be repeated either manually at each measurement site output frequency. As an example, for a sweep duratio of 2s employing

_ _ _ is
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200 steps. each ste lasts lOins. The~ signals are sampled and reoed
during the last 0.07 ma. Each digitised spectrum is arithmetically added
to the previous spectrum. When all sweeps re compleed. the spectrum ..
is then transcribed pernnnently on a disk storage.

In order to maintain a smooth power consumption cycle the sweep is
made from a high frequency to a low frequency. The output remains at U"
the high-frequency end while idling between sweeps. With the present
set-up we can achieve a minimum sweep duration of about ISs. This
limit is imposed by the time constant of the spectrum analyser. With an . .
improved spectrum analyser it is believed that the entire sweep speed can . . .
be reduced to I s or less for an ultimate airborne operation. On the other . ......

hand. the lower limit of frequency also dictates the sweep speed: the
lower the frequency. the longer the sweep time required. ......... -

The several timing parameters shown in Fig. 10 are variable and can ......... . ..

be changed. particularly tl) the number of sweeps to be stacked. (2) the
number of frequency steps within a sweep. (3) the sweep duration. 141 the
starting frequency. (5) the ending frequency and (6) the dwell time------
between sweeps,

4.5. Playblk .....:..........
The field data can be played back immediately after a profile is com- :........ ...

pled. First, an average spectrum is computed from the entire profile. Fj
The average spectrum thus obtained contains both the overall system "
response and the mean geological response of the surveyed area. This . . .

average spectrum is then subtracted from each original spectrum, result-= = =
ing in an 'anomalus' spectrum.

.. .........i~il
5. PRELIMINARV TEST RESULTS ........

Figure I I shows a test profile made across two known diabase dikes in ......

Triassic clay in Chatham County. North Carolina. Based upon shallow ...

drill data. both dikes are believed to be almost vertical (-$5 dip to the
eal. i.e. to the right ofthe profilel Other than thee two dikes, the are is
composed of various types of soils, mostly clay.

The vertical frequency axis may be converted into a psedo-depth
scale using the skin-depth relationship. If we take a clay conductivity of.sy 0.1 mho/m the vertical ale- would extend to about 9Ore. 74

The contour map is a composite of 32 spectra spaced at intervals of '.
10m. and employing a maximum-coupied horizontal coplanar coils

.. 4 1- _ _ _- ......."_ _ __"_"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __* " ., , .. .5
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configuration. The plotted amplitude scale is in dB with a maximum
anomaly of about 12,. in the vicinity of the dikes with respect to the
primary field. It is evident that the profile contains considerably anomalous I.
spectral features on and around the target diabasc dikes. .

However, the profile also contains significant anomalies elsewhere.
Since the electrical properties of neither the host clay nor the diabase are 'C

well known, it is not clear how much contrast in conductivity between
them we may expect. Furthermore. clay possesses a wide range of
conductivity (0.01 to - I mho ml depending on its water content.
Therefore. it is believed that the spectral fluctuations other than those in
the vicinity of the dikes may he due to the conductivity variations within
the clay formation. affected by water content or other mineralogical I
variations. .

Various filtering procedures may be performed during the playback. u
Figure 12 shows a spectral profile containing only the shallow anomalies
derived from the samc data of Fig. II. By removing all anomalies at the
low-frequcriy end Ideepest scctionl. the shallow features are somewhat -. -

cmphaismed. V
nigeirc 13 hoas the amplitude spectral profile obtained across a

known vein of graphitic wchist hosted by metamorphic rocks chiefly com-
posed of schist and gneiss. The graphite in this area appears to he dis- .............

suminated on the surface. However. nearby outcrops indicate that the
vein width at depth may be about 2-3 ft. .

Figure 14 shows one unfiltcred amplitude profile approximately ;;a
3.Of over a mctamorphic region locally overlain by sediments of....
variable thickness. The known cultural objects as well as available
surface geological data are shown on the approximate geological section. ....

The anomalies due to cultural objects such as bridges and culverts are |!
easily recognmisable because their high-frequency anomalies are big . .

enough to wipe out the entire spectral section. In contrast, the geologi- . .-

cal anomalies are laterally and vertically extended showing spatially .*.*...

distributed anomaly patterns. The profile was made while driving at .

about I0km h speed by stacking five sweeps per station, each sweep last-
ing 2 s and having 70 discrete frequency steps. M

The ground response may be affected by the orientation of the profile .........

as well as the heading of the vehicle. In order to evaluate the effect, we
obtained two-way profiles along a portion of the same road. Figure 15 2

shows the southbound profile while Fig. 16 shows the northbound
profile. If the syslem reproduces correctly. the two profiles should he
mirror images of each other. This appears to he roughly the case. Since

- ,._-----..... -. --.-.--- - L
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the road is a four-lane highway and the profiles were made along the
shoulder, the two profiles are separated by about 1O0ft. The two -Arong a a
anomalies appearing near stations 14 and 25 on the forward profile and -'

near stations 25 and 36 on the reverse profile are believed to be caused __________

by veins of graphitic schist outcropping in the neighbourhood.
Figure 17 show the same area as in Fig. 15 with the corresponding *i

phase spectral profile. The erratic phase spectra betiacen 900-1 10014z
and 65-80 kHz are due to instrumental errors caused by a sudden change *
in analog output voltage of the phasemeter whenever the phase of the
total field changes from -I1S0 to + 180 or vice versa. By combining
both the amplitude and the phase information. one may compute the in- ,

phase or quadrature components as well. .*

Finally. Fig. IS shows a profile obtained by a niinimum-coupleW
configuration: horizontal transmitter and vertical receiver coils. The data
area is the sam as in Fig. 15. The primary field is generally about 40dlB
lowcr than that of the. maximumn-coupled configuration causing the noisy
background.. Again, the strong anomalies near stations 22 and 33 are -B i
believed to be caused by veins of graphitic sclist outcropping in the !% 2
vicinity. It appears that the system is not sensitive under this I'a

configuration. 1 i ~ A

SCONCLUSIONS .0#

A spectral profile displayed in a frequency-distance domain is somewhat 5 -

analogous to a rellection seismic profile displayed in a time-distance .1 1
domain. Although the 3-D seismic diffraction theory is far from complete -

and somewhat more complicated than the EM diffraction themr). the =I
seismic reflection data are often Self-evident in team of the relative M
geometry of refecting horizons. It is premature to say that the con- ~
version of frequency-distance EM data into a conductivity-depth section ,
would be as definite as the conversion of a seismic time secion into a JZ-i
seismic depth secion; the spectral EM theory must be developed much
further to reach that stag. However the theoretical and experimental ggj
data suggest that such a self-evident interpretation does exist in the spec.
irol EM proilles. ,

It sluld be noted, however, that the stal of the art is far from 5 a
acOmla. Needles to say, we need further theoretic#l development in
Wal-band firequency response of realistic, earth MMeS as Well as ad- m ' .m Tj

%at%:" in expierimental 0:hmes With Futher progress in these aspects I
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we ay be ableto developthe presntmethod into an efectiveand

a 2a *1 efficient tool for exploring geological structures and resources.
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